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window or door apart. This tendency of arches
to push out against their supports is called
thrust.
With nature pleased, content with pl~esent case,
Free of proud fears, brave beggary, smiling strife
Thrust may be overcome in one of two ways,· Of climb-fall court, the envy-h atching place.
either ~y having the arch supports so heavy
Arcadia n1 this sense js a wholly imaginary that they cannot be pushed over, as in the case
country. But in Greece, on the central plateau of the window or door, whose sides are the walls
of the building
of the PelopollHOW
THE
KEYSTONE
LOCKS
THE
ARCH
its e lf; or by
nesus, t.her-e is
making the arch
a real Arcadia,
one solid piece
from which this
t<~ys to.t;te
fabled land of
with cement or
Crown.
concrete, so that
.romance received
its name. Shut
the stones stick
off from the
together and form
coast on all sides
r eally one bjg
by high mouncurved stone
tains, its people
without any
in ancient dayR
loose joints to
liv ed simple
give way under
pastoral lives unthe side thrust .
•
.
touched by the
Stone arches
are usually built,
progress that
.....
· marked the rest Here we have pictured the construction of an arch. A " voussoir," as you first over a
of Greece. There can see, is of the same shape as the keystone, and a kind of" first assistant" wooden frame•
•
holding up the arch. The "abutment" is the part of the wall that work
was no Immi- in
which
receives the side thrust, while "impost" is the name given to the part of
gration, and cus- the wall from which the arch springs. Beneath it is the " pier." The holds them up
of the arch is called the "span," while the distance between until the middle
. toms and dialect greatest width
the span and the bottom of the . keystone is the " rise.,,
remained for
stone is dropped
centuries unchanged. The name Arcadia thus in place. This middle stone is called the
came to be a symbol of ideal simplicity and keystone, because it locks the entire arch.
happiness. To-day the population remains
When the arch principle is extended over an
sparse, although the district now extends to the entire room or passageway, it is called a vault.
Gulf of Nauplia and has a seacoast of about 40 The roof of a tunnel is a vault. If a vault is
miles. Much of it is covered with forest and the perfectly round, like the half of an orange, it is
soil mostly unproductive.
called a dome. In each case the same law
ARCH. Why is it that a barrel will not break applies. Pressure on any part of the curved suras easily as a box ~ Why are bridges built in face is transmitted along the curve.
high curves, and why are the .roofs of tunnels
The arch has played an important part in
rounded ~ You know how hard it is to crack a architecture since very ancient times. (See
walnut, and that you can squeeze the thin sides Architecture.)
of an egg pretty hard before the shell crushes in, ARCHIMEDES (iir-ki -me'dez) (287-212 B.o.).
but can you tell the reason ~
" Give me a place to stand and to rest my lever
AJl this strength of hollow things with curving on," said this ancient. Greek mathematician and
sides rests on a principle discovered thousands inventor, "and I ea~ move the earth."
of years ago the principle of the arch. It is
At another time, it is said, Archimedes ran
used everywhere in buildings and bottles, in naked through the streets of his native city,
elect.ric light globes and the bottoms of ships, crying: ''Eureka ! Eureka! '' which is Greek
in almost everything which has to stand rough for, " I have found it." The ruler of that city
usage and pressur.e from the outside.
had ordered a goldsmith to make a crown of pure
Why do not the stones in the middle of the gold ; and suspecting that the goldsmith had
arch fall through ~ The reason is that they are cheated him by dishonestly adding alloy, he
wedge-shaped, and while they are forced down handed the crown to Archimedes and asked him
by the weight above them, they push against the to find out if this was so. Archimedes discovered
stone next to them. These pass on the pressure the solution to the problem by observing the
to the stones on each side of the curve and to the amount of water displaced by his own body
perpendicular sides of the door or window. while taking a bath. It was this observation
Each stone in this way helps to hold up every which caused him absent-mindedly to run home,
other stone. The only way the arch could fall without his clothes, to try the same experiment
through would be if it pushed the sides of the with the crown.
have delighted to picture such a land, peopled
hy a race-
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